
Vision 2030 for a Decade of Peace
When enough people lead, the leaders will follow!When enough people lead, the leaders will follow!

ERF is motivating for world-wide adoption of  the ERF is motivating for world-wide adoption of  the 
Earth Repair Charter Global Solution StrategyEarth Repair Charter Global Solution Strategy  

to be the most prominent theme for to be the most prominent theme for 
this latest Decade ~ 2021~2030.this latest Decade ~ 2021~2030.

Volunteers at  Team ERF offer these offer these 
thought-seeds for achievable solutions.thought-seeds for achievable solutions.

Earth Repair Foundation

ERF’s primary mission is to inspire,  e d u c a t e 
and motivate present and future generations 
towards a safer, healthier, peaceful and more 
sustainable world.  Our aim is to help people 
realise we are all related and co-operation is 
the natural order of life for everyone.

The essence of these pages to which 
incalculable research, development and 
intelligence has been invested, will help 
enable increasing numbers of people to 
participate in practical actions for commu-
nity advancement and world improvement.  

The Earth Repair Charter Global Solution 
Strategy is from the people and for all the 
people, and is the primary manifesto of the 
earth repair movement. After wide consultation, 
numerous achievable solutions have been care-
ÒĬòòŁ�½ÄŌúÄ½ƚ� ��ÙÄ��Ù§ĖĦÄĖ�Ù§ĝ�¶ÄÄú�Äú½ăĖĝÄ½�
by many eminent leaders from around the 
world summarising the true value of this 
potentially-historic document. 

Endorsements can be read at earthrepair.net 
and everyone is invited and encouraged to 
ĖÄ§½ƕ�§¶ĝăĖ¶ƕ�§½ăēĦ�§ú½�úÄĦĻăĖï�ĦÙÄ��Ù§ĖĦÄĖƚ�

;Ò�ŁăĬ�Ōú½�ĝăùÄ�ăĖ�§òò�ăÒ�ĦÙÄĝÄ�Ý½Ä§ĝ�ÝúĝēÝĖÝúÓ�
and useful, please promote them with friends, 
family, community leaders and on social and 
main stream media networks. 

A primary element of the earth repair 
movement is home-yard composting and 
organic permaculture food-gardening to 
help ensure food security for present and 
future generations.  It will also enable 
the practise of hygienic, aerobic, no-dig, 
composting in highly efficient compost 
bins, made from 100% recycled plastics.   

By adopting the minimum-maintenence, 
maximum-yield principles and ethics of 
permaculture, which shows how to co-operate 
with the sun, the earth, the wind and the rain; 
this will become one of the world’s most 
honourable and ethical employment systems.

Large scale soil production can also be 
enabled, by recycling and composting all 
currently wasted bio-degradable resources, 
including best-practise treated sewage.  

Abundant eco-villages are encouraged to 
increasingly grow from within suburban 
areas of towns and cities in each nation 
around the world. 

Thank you for reading this from Team ERF 
earthrepair.net

“What The World Needs Now is A Sense of Humus”.  
�òÝ·ï�Ħă�ĝÄÄ�§�ĝÙăĖĦ�ĺÝ½Äă�ăú�·ăùēăĝĦÝúÓ�Ýú�ĖÄ·Ł·òÄ½�

plastic bins and hear the sense of humus song.  
https://youtu.be/V7VVRPdF7o0



The VISION 2030 emblem is a modern 
interpretation of a Biblical prophecy that 

says: ‘Nations will not learn war any more’. 

Now is the time for all of humanity 
to unite for peace and make this 

prophecy actual and factual.

The vision is for a world community 
of caring and sharing people, 

working and l iving in good health 
and in harmony with all  other beings , 
in peace and sustainable abundance.  

THE VISION 2030 INITIATIVE: 

• invites everyone to participate in the 
achievable quest for all nations to transition 
from wasteful military budgets, towards 
eco-system restorations and creating 
abundant and sustainable food-forests in 
urban and rural areas everywhere.  

• Encourages people to learn and practice 
the minimum-maintenance, maximum-yield 
principles of permaculture and how to live 
long, healthy, sustainable and peaceful lives.  

• Motivates for all continuously available 
and appropriate bio-degradable materials 
to be composted via hygienic, aerobic, no-
dig composting methods with bins made 
from 100% recycled plastics.  This will 
enable the breeding of increasing numbers 
of earth worms and massive amounts of 
humus-soil to be used in replenishing Earth’s 
depleted top-soils and helping nature to 
organically grow forest food gardens in 
home yards and all other appropriate places.

• Growing increasing numbers of eco-villages 
in urban areas in every nation will provide an 
abundance of fresh healthy living foods for 
present and future generations. 

• Planting and helping grow an abundance of 
home garden food-forests will create ethical, 
honourable and practical employment.

The VISION 2030 initiative is developed by the Earth Repair 
Foundation and is endorsed by: Transition Blue Mountains; 

Permaculture Blue Mountains; United Peoples Association Australia; 
 and the Sustainability Research Institute, Australia.

Permaculture
        Blue Mountains
                  presents

• Permaculture learning needs to be integrated into all 
educational systems and institutions, including correc-
tional centres, refugee and asylum seeking centres and 
tent cities for the homeless.  Permaculture is a social 
design science that is already helping humanity 
to thrive. Learn more by searching and browsing 
through the hundreds of pages of picture stories 
and videos on internet. 

Permaculture Ethics are: 
Earth Care; People Care; Fair Share.

• Establishing efficient food and medicine gardens 
as productive learning and growing centres in home 
and school yards, community spaces, detention 
centres and gaols. 

• Lobbying all levels of local, state and national 
governments to enable everyone to participate 
in earth repair actions for a sustainable and 
abundant future.  

• VISION 2030 will encourage local and global co-
operation, help mitigate climate change, and create 
honourable employment to help end world hunger.  

Vision 2030 is part of the Earth Repair Charter 
Global Solution Strategy at earthrepair.net  

Earth Repair Foundation (ERF) PO Box 503 Katoomba  2780  info@earthrepair.net

Please share this page with friends and family, 
community leaders and organisations, 

government ministers and the media. Thank you.

NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL GOOD PEOPLE TO COME TO THE AID OF THE EARTH! 
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2. Assist to restore eco-systems on lands, seas, lakes and rivers;

ŗƚ��ăùēăĝĦ�§òò�§ĺ§Ýò§¶òÄ�¶Ýăƪ½ÄÓĖ§½§¶òÄ�ù§ĦÄĖÝ§òĝ�Ħă�·ĖÄ§ĦÄ��
     massive volumes of humus-rich soil and breed increasing 
     numbers of EarthWorms at the same time. This will help  
     replenish and revitalise the Earth’s depleted top-soils; 

4. Manufacture increasing numbers of hygienic, aerobic,  
     no-dig, conical shaped composting bins from recycled  
     plastics for every home yard! Then, all bio-degradable  
     resources can be used to restore degraded lands;

5. Provide safe clean water for all by creating large-scale         
      solar and renewable-energy powered, desalination plants   
      and water pumping stations in strategic locations through 
������ăĬĦ�ĦÙÄ�ĻăĖò½ƕ�ĦÙÄú�ēÝēÝúÓ�ĦÙÄ�ēĬĖÝŌÄ½�Ļ§ĦÄĖ�Ħă�§ĖÝ½�§ĖÄ§ĝƟ��
      this will enable garden food-forests to be growing in  
      increasing abundance Ħă�Äú½�ÙĬúÓÄĖ�§ú½�ĬúÄùēòăŁùÄúĦƟ

Śƚ��ĬòĦÝĺ§ĦÄ�ĦÙÄ�òÄ§ĖúÝúÓ�ăÒ�oÄĖù§·ĬòĦĬĖÄ�ÄĦÙÝ·ĝ�§ú½�ēĖÝú·ÝēòÄĝ��
      in every school towards ending hunger & under employment; 

7. Establish an international food and tree growing race  
     instead of an arms race, to help solve Earth’s climate crisis;

8. Adopt organic farming including regenerative agriculture in  
������ĦÙÄ�ÓĖăĻÝúÓ�ăÒ�§òò�Òăă½�·Ėăēĝ�Ýú·òĬ½ÝúÓ�ÙÄùē�ÒăĖ�Ō¶ĖÄƟ

9. Make compost from treated sewage, to help trees grow;          
     “Planting and  helping grow increasing quantities of appropriate    
       trees, is the scientific solution to Earth’s environmental dilemma.“  
��������Ė�rÝ·Ù§Ė½�yĦ��§Ė¶Ä��§ïÄĖƕ�0ăĬú½ÄĖ�Ƴ�ÙÝò½ĖÄú�ăÒ�ĦÙÄ�1ĖÄÄú�"§ĖĦÙƴƟ�

11. Protect in perpetuity, all remaining high conservation  
       value native forests to conserve all vital bio-diversity;

12. Accelerate appropriate mixed-species plantation forestry;

13. Provide free universal education and health-care for  
        all people;

14. Fund the International Rights of Nature movement so all     
        sentient beings can be respected to live and die peacefully;

15. Adopt the wisdom of Hippocrates who taught “Let your           
        food be your medicine, and your medicine be your food”;

ŕŚƚ�UăĦÝĺ§ĦÄ�§òò�Ħă�§·ĕĬÝĖÄ�Óăă½�ÙÄ§òĦÙ�ǡ�ÝùùĬúÝĦŁ�ÄÒŌ·ÝÄú·ŁƟ

17. End malnutrition and starvation by healthy practices;

18. Disarm nuclear weapons and ban all weapons of mass-         
        destruction including bio weapons; eradicate all land mines;

19. Implement a Universal & International Bill of Human Rights;

20. Recognise Sovereignty Treaty Rights for all Indigenous           
        First Nations Peoples by giving back a fair share of their  
        traditional and sacred lands, and ensuring their full    
        representation in all United Nations Forums;

21. End homelessness world-wide by helping provide 
        sustainable shelter for all;

22. Use only ‘new-clean’ renewable energy systems based on  
        the ‘World’s Best Practices’;

23. Replace ‘opposition party’ politics with ‘collaboration  
        party’ politics in all governments;

24. Provide free family planning and birthing and parenting  
         advice for a stable growth in our world’s population; 

25. Ending racial and religious tensions by recognising our          
         one humanity and Earth as the common home for all 
�����������ēÄăēòÄƕ�ĻÄƕ�§òò�ĝăĺÄĖÄÝÓú�·ÝĦÝŇÄúĝ�ăÒ�ĦÙÄ�ÝúŌúÝĦÄ�ĬúÝĺÄĖĝÄƟ

26. Stopping further global warming, climate change,   
        ozone depletion and mass extinction;

27. Replace single use plastics with non-polluting alternatives;

28. Build suitable air craft to effectively water bomb out-of-  
���������·ăúĦĖăò�ÒăĖÄĝĦ�ŌĖÄĝ�ĬĝÝúÓ�ùÝòÝĦ§ĖŁ�§ÝĖ�ÒăĖ·Äĝ�ăÒ�ÄĺÄĖŁ�ú§ĦÝăúƟ�

29. End self-harm and suicide by encouraging effective 
         social inter-connectedness;

30. Solve concerns about the safety of chem-trails, ōĬăĖÝ½§ĦÄ½��
          water, geo-engineering, 5G, and mandatory vaccinations;

31. Recognise the equality of genders and sentient species;

32. Establish a Ministry or Department for Peace in every
         nation to administer the end of domestic and all violence;

33. Embrace Inner and World peace for everyone for all time.

An ancient prophesy An ancient prophesy says: says: 
‘Nations will not learn war any more’.‘Nations will not learn war any more’.

Let this be the time for people everywhere to help make this Let this be the time for people everywhere to help make this 
prophesy actual and factual to help keep war out of our future. prophesy actual and factual to help keep war out of our future. 

As adoption of the As adoption of the "§ĖĦÙ�rÄē§ÝĖ��Ù§ĖĦÄĖ�1òă¶§ò�yăòĬĦÝăú�yĦĖ§ĦÄÓŁ�"§ĖĦÙ�rÄē§ÝĖ��Ù§ĖĦÄĖ�1òă¶§ò�yăòĬĦÝăú�yĦĖ§ĦÄÓŁ�
self-perpetuates, there will be an abundance of funding available self-perpetuates, there will be an abundance of funding available 
by by transitioning from wasteful annual global military budgets of 
ăĺÄĖ�ƺŖ��ĖÝòòÝăú�½ăòò§Ėĝ�ƦĦÙ§Ħƴĝ�Ŗ�ĦÙăĬĝ§ú½�¶ÝòòÝăú�½ăòò§Ėĝ�§�ŁÄ§ĖƧ�Ħă�
invest into funding the achievable solutions on the following list.  

The transition will include engaging key personnel, 
resources and expertise from all national military 

service sectors to implement 
Global Earth Repair projects 
in co-operation with all the 

World’s people, communities and 
nations to help solve our planet’s 

environmental climate crisis.

BELIEVE IT BELIEVE IT andand  ACHIEVE ITACHIEVE IT
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Please send to community 
leaders, politicians, the media, 

and family and friends. Thank you! 

Eternal gratitude to Medard Gabel  
of bigpicturesmallworld.com for the 

original research in developing this list.

Please LIKE and SHARE this 
Now Age Global Solution Strategy. 
Thank you!   ~  earthrepair.net  ~

WE ARE HERE

MILKY WAY 
GALAXY

This is the CND emblem for 
Complete Nuclear Disarmament. 

The acronym is in the design!


